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Iran uses Palestinian conference to spotlight anti-Israel rhetoric
Muslim Arabs make death threats against Arab Christian soldiers
A Jewish man’s finger was sawed off during a Paris attack
Laundromat app shares more than Israel's dirty laundry
Report: IAF strikes Hizbullah targets near Damascus
Saudi spy chief visits Israel and Ramallah
Pence prays at St. Louis vandalized Jewish cemetery
Gazans are excited about the territory’s first indoor shopping mall
WW2-era Warsaw Jews have six months to claim property
Steven Spielberg’s mother dies
Hebron soldier sentenced to 18 months in prison, amid calls for immediate pardon
US envoy’s pro-Israel speech after UN Security Council meeting goes viral
White House condemns string of bomb threats to Jewish centers
Open letter to members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee: ‘Why does the US
Consulate refuse to hire Jews?’
ISIS fires two rockets at Israel after alleged drone strike kills 4 terrorists in Sinai
ISIS terrorists discovered and arrested for plotting chemical attacks in Israel
‘Le Pen victory would send half of French Jews to Israel’
Ten American JCCs targeted in fourth wave of bomb threats
Israel and Saudi Arabia close ranks against Iran
Ehud Barak: Netanyahu fiasco is exposed
Report: Israel warns Hizbullah of ‘colossal retaliation’ if attacked
IDF releases new details about Hamas ‘Honey Trap’ plot
Poll: 93% of Israel Jews oppose intermarriage with Muslims
Jewish haredi couple wins millions in lottery
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Israel, Saudi Arabia Close Ranks Against Iran
By Reuters
Israel and Saudi Arabia presented a united front on Sunday, issuing almost identical warnings
of caution against Iranian aggression as the two countries urged the international community
to punish Tehran for a myriad of activities undermining regional stability.
Speaking at the Munich Security Conference, Israeli Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman and the
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir closed ranks, despite their respective countries having no
official diplomatic relations, as they rebuffed statements made by Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif calling on Sunni Muslim Gulf states to help reduce violence in the area.
Among the accusations leveled against Iran by Israel and Saudi Arabia, who were subsequently joined by Turkey, was its involvement in the Syrian civil war on behalf of the
country’s President Bashar al-Assad, its development of ballistic missiles, its funding of
Shi'ite rebels in Yemen and its efforts to undermine various regimes in the region.
Al-Jubeir called Tehran the main sponsor of global terrorism and a destabilizing force in
the Middle East. He sidestepped a question about Israel's call for concerted action with
Sunni Arab states amid growing speculation that the two countries could normalize
relations and join forces to oppose Tehran, much as Turkey has done.
The six Arab members of the Gulf Cooperation Council, especially Saudi Arabia, accuse
Iran of using sectarianism to interfere in Arab countries and build its own sphere of
influence in the Middle East. Iran denies the accusations. "Iran remains the single main
sponsor of terrorism in the world," Adel al-Jubeir told delegates at the conference.
"It's determined to upend the order in the Middle East ... (and) until and unless Iran
changes its behavior it would be very difficult to deal with a country like this." The
international community needed to set clear "red lines" to halt Iran's actions, he said,
calling for banking, travel and trade restrictions aimed at changing Tehran's behavior.
Lieberman said Iran's ultimate objective was to undermine Riyadh, and called for a dialogue with
Sunni Arab countries to defeat "radical" elements in the region. "The real division is not Jews,
Muslims ... but moderate people versus radical people," Lieberman told delegates.
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu also criticized what he called an Iranian "sectarian policy"
aimed at undermining Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. "Turkey is very much against any kind of division,
religious or sectarian," he said. "It's good that we are now normalizing our relations with Israel."

Barak: Netanyahu Fiasco is Exposed

What is frightening about a regional conference? What is frightening in the strengthening of
Israel's position in the region and in the forming of new and important alliances? What is so
frightening about John Kerry? Everything is frightening to Netanyahu."
Barak wrote that Netanyahu is weak and only concerned with his political survival.
"Any fraction of a change that could undermine the foundations of the [Prime Minister's residence] paralyzes him with fear. The Zionist story is the story of courage and
security against the odds, and one of triumph. Even if not every step was successful."
Barak directly addressed Netanyahu. "Bibi, this is not how leadership leads. This crying
and passivity like a victim pulls us down. This is a betrayal of the public trust and what is
required of a Prime Minister in Israel. Israel must retake the initiative and take its destiny
into its own hands. Only when we act we can ensure true security above all else; a Jewish,
democratic, and Zionist State. 'Unity of the people' before 'Unity of the land.'"
Ha'aretz claimed on Saturday that Netanyahu took part in a secret summit in the Jordanian city of
Aqaba a year ago, where Kerry presented a plan for a regional peace initiative. According to the
report, Kerry’s plan included recognition of Israel as a Jewish state and a renewal of talks with the
Palestinian Authority with the support of the Arab countries. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas
did not attend the Aqaba meeting but was updated by Kerry, Ha'aretz said.
Two former top aides to Kerry confirmed that the meeting took place secretly on Feb. 21, 2016.
According to the officials, Kerry tried to sweeten the 15-year-old "Arab Peace Initiative," a Saudi-led
plan that offered Israel peace with dozens of Arab and Muslim nations in return for a pullout from
territories captured in the 1967 Mideast war to make way for an independent Palestine.
Among the proposed changes were Arab recognition of Israel as the Jewish state, recognition of
Jerusalem as a shared capital for Israelis and Palestinians, and softened language on the "right of
return" of Palestinian refugees to lost properties in what is now Israel, the former officials said.
The officials, speaking on condition of anonymity because they were still not authorized to discuss the secret meeting publicly, said the Egyptian and Jordanian leaders
reacted positively to the proposal, while Netanyahu refused to commit to anything
beyond meetings with the Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas.
Jordan’s King Abdullah II and Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi were present
at the meeting as well, the newspaper claimed, citing former senior officials in the
Obama administration who asked to remain anonymous.
In Cairo, el-Sissi's office issued a statement late Sunday that appeared to implicitly
confirm that the meeting took place. It said Egypt been working toward a two-state
solution for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. "It is in this framework that Egypt has
sought to bring closer the positions of the relevant parties and supported any meetings
or initiatives aimed at discussing Practical ideas that would revive the peace process,"
said the statement without directly mentioning the Aqaba meeting.

By IsraelNationalNews.com & VOA News
Former Prime Minister and Defense Minister Ehud Barak slammed Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu Sunday night for allegedly refusing to accept a peace initiative of
former Secretary of State John Kerry,
"The fiasco is exposed," Barak wrote on his Facebook page. "For two years now there has been on the
table a proposal for a regional conference under American auspices. Why it did not work out?

Speaking to his ministers on Sunday, Netanyahu responded to the report by implying that
Kerry had not initiated the plan, but rather he had. “Maybe I initiated the summit?” However, Netanyahu reportedly did not accept Kerry’s proposal and said he would have
difficulty getting it approved by his coalition. Nevertheless, according to Ha'aretz, the
Aqaba summit was the basis for talks that began two weeks later between Netanyahu and
opposition leader Yitzhak Herzog (Zionist Union) on establishing a unity government.

Report: Israel Warns Hizbullah of
'Colossal Retaliation' if Attacked

One of the interesting points to come out of the report is that the IDF's Cyber Unit is cooperating with the
civilian Kaspersky Lab. The IDF passed on the report about Hamas' cyber attacks on military phones to
civilian firms working in the field of cyber defense, an IDF official told Channel 10 News.

Poll: 93% of Israeli Jews Oppose InterIsrael over the weekend warned the Lebanon-based terrorist group Hizbullah that any attack it marriage with Muslims
may launch on it, be it from its bases in Lebanon or those in Syria, will meet a "colossal military
By Israel Hayom

retaliation," the London-based Arabic newspaper Al-Hayat reported Sunday.

By IsraelNationalNews.com

According to the report, the warning was conveyed to Hizbullah leader Hassan Nasrallah
directly via a third-party Arab official. Nasrallah was reportedly warned that in the era of the
Trump administration, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu would be able to more easily
garner the support of moderate countries in the region -- most likely in the form of tacit consent - in the event Israel would have to mount a forceful counterattack against Hizbullah.

A special survey commissioned by the Yad L'Achim organization revealed that the overwhelming
majority of Jewish Israelis oppose intermarriage with non-Jews, including Arab Muslims. The survey
was conducted by the Maagar Mohot Survey Institute, headed by Professor Yitzhak, and was conducted
among a random sample of 507 respondents constituting a representative sample of Israel's adult Jewish
population (aged 18 and over). The sampling error in is 4.5%.

On Thursday, Nasrallah threatened to launch missiles at the Negev Nuclear Research Center in Participants were asked what their positions would be regarding the possibility that their
Dimona in southern Israel in the case of future hostilities with Israel. "The enemy's leadership is children choose spouses who are not Jews. Eighty-one percent of respondents answered that
they are opposed, while 44% answered that they strongly oppose. Only 4% of respondents
mistaken if it thinks it knows everything; we always have surprises," he said.
answered that they would strongly support their children marrying non-Jews.

Military Releases New Details About
Hamas’ 'Honey Trap' Plot

Respondents were also asked what their positions would be regarding the possibility that their
children choose an Arab or Muslim spouse. Ninety-three percent answered that they were opposed, with 70% being strongly opposed to their children marrying Arabs or Muslims. Only 1% of
respondents said that they would strongly support their children marrying Arabs or Muslims.

Rabbi Shmuel Lifshitz, one of the leaders of Yad L'Achim, said, "The survey confirms once again the
firm position of the majority of Israeli Jews, who want to see their sons and daughters maintain their
The cyber security company engaged by the Israel Defense Forces to help crack the Jewish identity, their heritage, and the ways of the people of Israel, by choosing to marry Jews." He
Hamas 'honey trap' plot exposed last month has released a report about the security added that most Israelis wish to safeguard their Jewish identities "despite the voice of the liberal minorbreach that includes new information. Hamas operatives had used fake social media ity on this issue, which is sometimes louder than the voice of the majority of Israeli citizens."
profiles of alluring young women in order to entice IDF soldiers into downloading
malware onto their mobile devices that would allow Hamas to collect information.
By Reuters and Israel Hayom

Jerusalem Haredi Couple Win Millions in Lottery

According to the report by Kaspersky Lab, the cyber attack is still in its initial stages
and apparently ongoing. The report noted that the Hamas operatives behind the cyber
plot were focusing mainly on soldiers and officers serving in and around the Gaza
Strip, and that over 100 soldiers of various ranks had fallen prey to the attack, which
turned the soldiers' personal Android mobile phones into spy machines for Hamas.

By IsraelNationalNews.com
A haredi couple from Israel's capital claimed the Israeli lottery’s grand prize Sunday morning, after they
purchased the winning ticket Saturday night. The couple, in their mid-40s with six children, say they rarely
play the lottery and only hoped to win enough to cover an outstanding electric bill of 4,000 shekels ($1,080).
Instead, however, the couple ended up winning the jackpot, totaling some 12.5 million shekels ($3,375,000).

The report said that the malware soldiers were tricked into downloading gave Hamas
access to information about location, conversations, correspondence and also access to This winter, the couple said, they used a number of electric heaters to keep the house warm
the devices' microphones and cameras. The attackers also managed to send out updates and their children from catching cold. But the bills from the electric company quickly piled
up, leaving the family with a seemingly impossible debt.
to the malware that increased their abilities to manipulate the users' smartphones.
The report said that after a victim was identified on Facebook, a fictitious profile of a
young woman would tempt him into downloading a fake app granting the attackers
user access. One version of the malware package included an invite to a fake YouTube
app, while others offered fake messaging apps. Once the user downloaded one of the
apps, the malware code would be installed on the device. One malware pack titled
WhatsApp Update has been identified as having the ability to both execute commands
on demand and conduct automatic data mining activity. Most of the data mining took
place while the soldiers were using a wireless Internet connection.

“There were very cold days, and we used the heaters a lot so the kids wouldn’t get sick. When we
got the bill, we didn’t know how we could ever pay these huge bills. So we said, ‘let’s fill out a
lottery ticket and pray that we win enough to pay the electric bill’.” The two purchased the winning ticket at a lottery booth at the Malha Mall in southern Jerusalem for 11.60 shekels ($3.13).

The IDF discovered the scheme when soldiers began reporting other suspicious online
activity on social networks and uncovered dozens of fake identities used to target the
soldiers, he said. The complaints led the IDF's Information Security Directorate to
investigate the issue, with the duped soldiers' help. The soldiers were also ordered to
reformat their phones, as this was the only sure way to remove the malware.

When asked what they planned to do with their new fortune, the couple said they planned to first pay off
their debt, and then visit the graves of prominent rabbis, beginning with Rabbi Nahman of Breslov.
“With the rest of the money, we will go on living a modest life as we did before we won. With God’s
help, we’ll move to an apartment suitable for six children, and we’ll support Torah scholars.”

The IDF said all officers have been instructed to remind their soldiers of information security and
social media use guidelines. Current military guidelines already bar soldiers and officers in certain
units, as well as officers holding the rank of lieutenant colonel and above, from disclosing any
information about their service on social media. Following the recent events, it is expected that the
directive will be expanded to include more units, as well as officers holding the rank of major.

“This is the third time I’ve ever purchased a lottery ticket, and when we found out that we had won, we
didn’t jump up and down – we took a book of Tehillim (Psalms) and said ‘thank you’ to the Creator.
We couldn’t fall asleep. We were very happy and excited from the great gift we had received.”

Don Canaan’s e-book.
“Pretty Little Girl” is free :
https://www.smashwords.com/
dashboard/edit/235874
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ISIS Fires 2 Rockets at Israel After Alleged
Drone Strike Kills 4 Terrorists in Sinai
By Israel Hayom
Two rockets fired from the Sinai Peninsula hit southern Israel on Monday morning. The
projectiles exploded in open areas in the Eshkol Regional Council, causing no harm.
According to the military, sirens in the area were not triggered as Israel's air defenses
recognized that the rockets did not pose a threat to the residents. Sinai Province, Islamic
State's proxy in the desert peninsula, claimed responsibility for the attack.
A Negev Subdistrict Police official told Channel 2 News that police sappers were dispatched to both sites, where they joined security forces in canvassing the areas for the
projectiles' remnants. Monday's rocket fire followed reports by the Islamic Stateaffiliated Amaq news agency that four of the jihadi group's operatives were killed on
Saturday night in an Israeli drone strike in northern Sinai, near Egyptian Rafah. The
report said the strike targeted a cell preparing to fire rockets at Israel. The rockets and
lunches were also destroyed in the strike, the report said.
Sinai Province fired four rockets at the southern resort city of Eilat on February 8. The
Iron Dome defense system battery stationed in the city intercepted three projectiles, while
the fourth exploded in an open area, causing no harm.

ISIS Terrorist Discovered and Arrested
for Plotting Chemical Attacks in Israel

The indicted individual was a member of online terror group which was also visited by
other members of ISIS. Among other groups, Haj-Yahia frequented “Terrorists of the
State”, “Allah will torture them in your hand,” and “The Caliphate Foundation.”

Ten American JCCs Targeted in
Fourth Wave of Bomb Threats
By JTA
At least 10 Jewish community centers across the United States were targeted with bomb threats on
Monday, for the fourth time in five weeks. The threats have been called in to JCCs across the country,
according to Paul Goldenberg, the director of Secure Community Network — an affiliate of the
Jewish Federations of North America that advises Jewish groups and institutions on security.
News reports indicated that threats were received by JCCs in Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin;
St. Paul, Minnesota; Houston, Texas; Buffalo, New York; and Birmingham, Alabama.
The threats were called in on Monday morning. It is not known if they were live calls
or recorded. “It appears to be the same serial caller” as in the prior incidents, Goldenberg told JTA, adding that some of the JCCs were evacuated and others were not.
“The JCCs are very well-equipped to handle this,” he said.
Goldenberg did not confirm where any of the threats occurred, saying they took place
across the country and that his office “is monitoring the situation.” Goldenberg said
the fact that the threats were made on Presidents Day, when more people might be in
the buildings during the daytime, does not appear to be a factor in the threats.

By Reuters
In a joint operation, Israel Police, the Shin Bet internal security agency, and the Israel
Border Police's Special Police Unit arrested 35-year-old Anas Haj Yahiya, a resident of
the central Arab city of Tayibe. He is suspected of involvement in ISIS activities. Israeli
intelligence noted his activities promoting terror against the State of Israel, and a Shin
Bet investigation revealed his ties to ISIS terrorists. Yahiya provided the ISIS with
extremist materials, as well as information on how to make explosives.
After swearing allegiance to the ISIS "khalif" (spiritual leader), Yahiya debated traveling
to Syria to join the fighting. He intended to create an ISIS terror cell to carry out attacks
within Israel, and attempted to persuade other Arabs to join his new cell.
Yahiya was planning on carrying out a terror attack on a Tel Aviv bus, as well as carrying out an attack against IDF soldiers. However, he did not manage to organize the
attacks. Investigators discovered that Yahiya was an active member of ISIS Facebook
groups, and "shared" information on how to create suicide belts, bombs, and integrating
poisonous materials into the explosives. He also disseminated materials on how to
produce chemicals such as sarin gas.
Found in Yahiya's possession were pictures of military materials, bombs, and the ISIS' "The Jihadist
Militant's Complete Guide." An indictment against Yahiya has been filed with the Central District Court.
"The Shabak sees ISIS supporters as a serious threat to Israel's security, and has therefore taken
every step possible to foil plans and threats as quickly as possible. We will take every legal step
possible to stop those who are involved in these activities," a Shabak spokesperson said.

Last week, President Donald Trump was asked during a news conference about the prior
JCC bomb threats and what the government’s response would be to “an uptick in antiSemitism.” Although the reporter did not suggest Trump was anti-Semitic, the president
answered by denying he is an anti-Semite and called the question “insulting.”
The White House to the latest string of bomb threats called in to Jewish community centers by saying
“these actions are unacceptable. Hatred and hate-motivated violence of any kind have no place in a
country founded on the promise of individual freedom,” reads a statement, attributed to White House
press secretary Sean Spicer that was shared Monday afternoon by NBC News correspondent Peter
Alexander. “The President has made it abundantly clear that these actions are unacceptable.”
Earlier Monday, in a statement saying the latest bomb threats are “alarming, disruptive, and must
always been taken seriously,” the ADL called on unnamed “political leaders” to condemn them. “We
look to our political leaders at all levels to speak out against such threats directed against Jewish
institutions, to make it clear that such actions are unacceptable, and to pledge that they will work with
law enforcement officials to ensure that those responsible will be apprehended and punished to the
full extent of the law,” Jonathan A. Greenblatt, ADL CEO, said in a statement.
Also on Monday, the JCC Association of North America said that since January 9 there have
been 69 bomb threat incidents at 54 JCCs in 27 states and one Canadian province. All were
hoaxes. "Our centers have in place security protocols to ensure the safety of the program
participants and facility visitors,” said David Posner, director of strategic performance at the
JCC Association, in a statement. “All JCCs have now received the all-clear from local law
enforcement and resumed regular operations, with a heightened level of security.”
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Hebron Soldier Sentenced to 18 Months in
Prison, Amid Calls for Immediate Pardon
By Israel Hayom & YnetNews.com
Israeli soldier Elor Azaria, convicted on manslaughter charges for shooting and killing
an incapacitated terrorist in Hebron last March, was sentenced Tuesday to 18 months in
prison, minus the nine days the spent in custody over the course of the legal proceedings.
He was also demoted from sergeant to private. Around 100 protesters went to the military
court in the IDF's Kirya headquarters in Tel Aviv in a show of support for the soldier.
Military Court Judge Maya Heller read out the ruling, saying: "The standard punishment for
manslaughter is 20 years in prison, to teach us about the gravity that the legislature attributes
to the crime of manslaughter. But in the State of Israel, punishment is individual. ... The
defendant was drafted to the IDF in July 2014 as an infantryman in the Kfir Brigade; he
successfully passed a paramedics' course. The defendant has no disciplinary past."
Heller described Azaria's family history and situation, saying he had had a difficult time adjusting
to life as a combat soldier, but he had not received any help for his distress from the military. She
also mentioned his father's testimony that he had suffered a stroke during the trial and that Azaria's
mother had lost weight due to their distress over their son's legal proceedings.
Heller noted that the prosecution felt that Azaria had "taken advantage of the power that
he had been given," but she also recognized the complicated situation he was in, having
treated a friend who was victim to the terrorist's attack. She said the prosecution was
seeking minimal punishment, arguing that it was Azaria's first operational event, and that
he had suffered "symptoms of post-trauma" since the incident.
"The actions of the defendant damaged a number of social values," Heller said. "The main protected value is the sanctity of life. ... The expression of the great status of this value can be learned
from the punishment determined for the crime of manslaughter. The terrorist did not pose a danger
at that time, and so this [shooting] also damaged the value of the purity of arms. ... Straying from
the orders for opening fire can damage the values of the IDF and its morals. Violating the duty to
safeguard the purity of arms can harm the State of Israel and its security efforts."
Heller noted that the judges had been divided in determining a fair punishment for
Azaria. The majority felt he should serve 18 to 48 months in prison, and the minority felt
30 to 60 months in prison was more appropriate.
"We chose to take into consideration the significant period of time in which he [Azaria]
remained in open custody [during which he was confined to his base]," Heller said. "We
further considered the fact that during this period his commanders did not visit him. It
was expected that they would get in touch with him. This is a young man for whom this
is his first run-in with the legal authorities. It is a one-time failure of the defendant. The
defendant was caused damage beyond the damages of the legal proceedings. The defendant and his family were the targets of serious threats. The consequences of a criminal
record for the defendant must also be considered."
However, "we were unanimously convinced that there are no considerations that justify a
departure from the range of fair punishment," Heller said. "The defendant's failure to take
responsibility justifies the harsher punishment."

Immediately after the sentence was announced, Education Minister Naftali Bennett
(Habayit Hayehudi) tweeted: "The security of the citizens of Israel depends on an
immediate pardon for Elor Azaria, who was sent to protect us. The process was tainted
from the start. Elor must not go to prison, because we'll all pay the price for it."
Construction Minister Yoav Gallant (Kulanu), a major general in the reserves and former GOC
of the IDF's Southern Command, contacted Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman and IDF
Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Gadi Eizenkot to request that Azaria's sentence be commuted.
"The Azaria affair has taken a heavy price on the army and on Israeli society. Given the time he
has served in jail and for the sake of healing the breach between the factions of the people, we
must also demonstrate common sense and a certain amount of mercy. I call upon the defense
minister and the chief of staff to grant a pardon, today," Gallant said.
Likud MK Oren Hazan, who has been a vocal supporter of Azaria since the affair
began, tweeted: "Every day the soldier Elor Azaria is in prison is a stain on the IDF
and the legal system. Instead of behaving courageously and listening to the public, the
court preferred to adopt the agenda of a defense minister who went rogue and abandoned his post [referring to former Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon], particularly in
the Azaria affair. It was game of pre-determined targets."
MK Ofer Shelah (Yesh Atid) said that "the sentencing in the Azaria trial needs to mark
an end to this painful affair. We need to say 'enough' to the politicians who tried to stir
up cheap populism on the backs of Elor and his family, while threatening the values of
the IDF and the ability of its commanders to lead it."
At the same time, the former director of Peace Now, Yariv Oppenheimer, writing on Twitter,
calls the sentence "embarrassingly lenient. It's even more embarrassing that the conduct of the
politicians who are still demanding a pardon for someone who shot a terrorist in the head
because he felt like it. A country thirsty for blood and lusting for revenge," Oppenheimer wrote.
Before the sentencing, the prosecution had asked to have Azaria sentenced to between
three and five years in prison, in addition to the period he spent in open custody during
legal proceedings, and to have him demoted.
Explaining why the prosecution was seeking a relatively lenient punishment, Military Prosecutor Nadav Weismann said the crime had not been premeditated and Azaria was responding after
the terrorist had stabbed a comrade of his. However, Weismann noted that 11 minutes passed
between the attack and the shooting. The prosecution also said the situation in Hebron is
complicated, and that Azaria was apparently a well-behaved and exemplary soldier until the
shooting. Azaria's lawyers had sought to have him avoid serving any time at all in prison.
The family of Abdel Fattah al-Sharif, the terrorist who carried out a stabbing attack in Hebron
last year before being shot dead by Azaria, has expressed anger over the latter’s sentencing of 18
months in prison by a military court on Tuesday. Commenting on the sentencing for the manslaughter, the Sharif’s father complained that Azaria’s punishment “of a year and a half is a slap
on the wrist. They’re laughing in our face. It’s all a show.”
“If you arrest someone for throwing a stone they get two years. Here a soldier murders someone and gets a year and a half,” the father added, later saying “my son in not
an animal. I’m not content with the verdict.”

Sharif’s family followed Azaria’s trial closely from their home in Hebron, surrounded "This tour was a meaningful reminder of why we have to fight bigotry, intolerance and hatred
by representatives of Palestinian and Arab media. “If he was Palestinian, they would in all of its very ugly forms," Trump said in remarks after visiting the National Museum of
have thrown him in jail for the rest of his life like a dog,” said Samir, Sharif’s uncle, African American History and Culture in Washington.
who beforehand expected Azaria to “do a few months max, in good conditions.”
"The anti-Semitic threats targeting our Jewish community and community centers are horriAfter the verdict Samir told Ynet that “this whole sentence was nonsense. What kind of court ble, and are painful -- and a very sad reminder of the work that still must be done to root out
gives a year and a half for manslaughter? They should have at least given him 10 years. Let’s hate and prejudice and evil."
say Abdel Fattah set out to kill. He failed, was wounded and fell on the floor unable to do
anything. Why shoot him in the head? To end his life. This is a person, not a dog.”
The White House issued a statement condemning "hatred and hate-motivated violence" in
response to a question from an NBC reporter about the anti-Semitic incidents without menAnother uncle of Sharif, Abu Tarek, objected to what he also considered to be a light tioning anti-Semitism or the specific incidents.
punishment, but said that he was hardly surprised. “The verdict was predictable. This
court is a farce and not a real court. We have Palestinian leadership and we are pre- Earlier, Hilary Clinton called on Trump to condemn the anti-Semitic incidents. "JCC threats,
pared for any decision they’ll agree upon. We also support bringing this case to the cemetery desecration & online attacks are so troubling & they need to be stopped. Everyone
international court in The Hague. Why was the officer in charge of Azaria not prose- must speak out, starting w/ @POTUS," Clinton tweeted Tuesday morning
cuted? The court leaned towards the far right and not towards conscience.”

US Envoy's Pro-Israel Speech After UN Open Letter to Members of Senate Foreign
Security Council Meeting Goes Viral Relations Committee: 'Why Does US ConBy IsraelNationalNews.com
sulate in Jerusalem Refuse to Hire Jews?'
After attending her first monthly meeting of the U.N. Security Council, new U.S.

By Daniel Winston
Ambassador to the U.N. Nikki Haley slams forum's anti-Israel bias and focus on
condemning Israel rather than addressing the "real threats we face in the Middle East."
I am a US citizen living in Israel. Over the past decades I have had numerous occasions to utilize the
Her speech went viral on social media on Monday.
services of the US Consulate in Jerusalem. In all those years, I have observed that I have never seen a
Jewish Israeli at any of the various service points where consular staff interacts with the public.
Following the U.N. Security Council's monthly discussion on the Middle East, in which Haley
participated for the first time as the U.S. representative, she convened a press conference
All such staff are either from the US or local Arab staffers. Not only is this consistently the
Thursday at which she said she had been surprised to discover that the discussion had not
case at all consular services inside the consulate, but also it can be seen, shockingly, that even
covered Hizbullah's illegal missile armament, Iran's funding and arming terrorist organizations,
the security staff are often Arabs. I can assure you that there is no shortage of qualified
ways to defeat the Islamic State group, or how Syrian President Bashar Assad could be held
Jewish Israelis who could fill such consular positions - and so the question is begged: is the
accountable for the slaughters of hundreds of thousands of Syrian civilians.
US State Department systematically choosing, over the course of decades, to not hire Jewish
Israelis, while singularly preferring all local staffers to be selected from the Arab population?
"No, instead the meeting focused on criticizing Israel, the one true democracy in the
Middle East," Haley said. "I might be new here, but I understand that this is how the
The second matter is different but definitely potentially connected to my first query. A perusal of
Security Council has behaved month after month for decades. I am here to underscore consular activities as reflected on the official website shows that all programming efforts are geared
the ironclad support of the United States for Israel. I'm here to emphasize the United
towards and in concert with local Arab populations in eastern Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and Gaza.
States is determined to stand up to the UN's anti-Israel bias. We will never repeat the
terrible mistake of Resolution 2334 and allow one-sided Security Council resolutions
There is not a single mention of any cultural, political, educational, business, or any other
to condemn Israel. Instead, we will push for action on the real threats we face in the
consular activities or programming on behalf of or in cooperation with the Jewish residents of
Middle East. We stand for peace. We support a solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
these areas. Further to this observation, State Department Middle East Partnership Initiative
conflict that is negotiated directly between the two parties."
grants in this area appear to be given only to either Arab grantees or to organizations that
work to promote Arab civic, business, cultural, and other agendas in the region.

White House Condemns String of
Bomb Threats to Jewish Centers

Again, these observations beg the question: Is the US State Department systematically and systemically
singling out one local population for preferential treatment to the complete exclusion of another population? I
sent these queries (twice) to the Jerusalem Consulate, and have received no reply after several weeks.

By DEBKAfile & Reuters
Eleven Jewish Community centers were shaken by another wave of bomb threats
Monday, forcing evacuations in 10 states across the United States. Law enforcement
officials were investigating the threats and, as of late Monday, centers were being
reopened after explosive devices were not found.
There have now been at least 67 incidents at 56 Jewish Community Centers in 27 states and one
Canadian province since the start of 2017. Over the weekend, more than 100 headstones were
damaged at a Jewish cemetery in St Louis, Missouri, the facility's director said.
President Donald Trump on Tuesday decried anti-Semitic threats against Jewish community centers as
"horrible" and "painful," promising to work to bridge divisions in the country.
Courtesy of Yaakov Kirschen
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Report: IAF Strikes Hizbullah
Targets Near Damascus
By Israel Hayom
Arab media alleged Wednesday that the Israeli Air Force struck Hizbullah targets in
Al-Qutayfah, northeast of Damascus, Syria. The report has not been corroborated by
any official Israeli source. The state-run Syrian Arab News Agency quoted a Syrian
military official as confirming the strike, but he offered no other details.
According to reports, several Israeli fighter jets breached Lebanese and Syrian
airspace in the early hours of Wednesday morning, en route to the Qalamun
Mountains. According to the Lebanese news channel Al-Jadeed, the strike took
place at 3 a.m. and targeted a Syrian weapons shipment to Hizbullah that was
making its way to Al-Qutayfah. The report quoted local residents who reported
hearing explosions, as well as eyewitnesses who claimed they saw Israeli jets
flying at low altitude over the town of in Baalbek, northeast of Beirut.
Other media reports said that a Syrian military post was also destroyed in the
strike. The post was reportedly used by the Syrian army's 155th Battalion,
whose troops often oversee the regime's weapons shipments to the Shiite
terrorist group. Syrian troops were reportedly using side roads to transport the
weapons to Hizbullah, to avoid an Israeli strike.

On February 4, Iranian-backed Yemeni Houthis fired a missile which they claimed
was a homemade Borkan with a range of 800 km into Saudi Arabia. It struck the alMazahimiyah military camp west of Riyadh. According to our military sources, the
Houthis don’t possess a missile of that range. Their attack was in fact the first test of
the newly-extended Iranian Scud, as a dress rehearsal for the real strike.

The Saudi spy chief is a professional soldier
and the first commoner to hold the post of
Director of Saudi General Intelligence.
If the visit by the Saudi spy chief is confirmed, he will have come for several
missions. In Ramallah, he would have warned the Palestinians not to go
through with their bid to strengthen direct ties with Tehran (which was first
revealed by DEBKAfile on February 13). The first meeting of Iranian and
Palestinian delegations has already taken place in Brussels.
In Jerusalem, Al-Huymaidan may have explored security issues related to the USIsraeli-Arab regional conference proposed by President Donald Trump and Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu when they met in Washington on February 15.
DEBKAfile’s sources note that the Saudi spy chief is a professional soldier
and the first commoner to hold the post of Director of Saudi General Intelligence. Among his predecessors were high-ranking princes such as Bandar
Bin Sultan, Turki Bin Faisal and Muqrin Bin Abdul Aziz.

Al-Masdar, a Tel Aviv based Arabic news site covering Israel-related affairs,
reported IAF jets also flew over areas known to house Islamic State and al-Qaida
hubs. Various Arab media outlets reported the IAF also struck targets in Lebanon.

Pence Prays at St. Louis
Vandalized Jewish Cemetery

Saudi Spy Chief Visits Israel, Ramallah

By IsraelNationalNews.com

By DEBKAfile

Vice President Mike Pence on Wednesday made an unannounced visit to the Jewish
Chesed Shel Emeth cemetery near St. Louis which was vandalized earlier this week. "I
spoke words earlier today in St. Louis that were from the heart. There is no place in
America for hatred, prejudice, or acts of violence, or anti-Semitism,” he said.

The director of Saudi Arabia's General intelligence agency, Khalid Bin Ali Al Humaidan, paid surprise visits to Ramallah and Jerusalem on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Neither Palestinian nor Israeli officials have confirmed that the visit took place.
Last week, DEBKA Weekly carried an exclusive report that Iranian engineers
were working round the clock on a project dubbed “Riyadh First,” for adding
an extra 100 km to the intermediate range of the Scud-C (600 km) and ScudD (700 km) surface missiles, to enable them to reach the Saudi capital and
explode in the center of Riyadh. The project, which is going forward at the Al
Ghadi base in Big Ganesh, 48 km west or Tehran, was ordered by supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and President Hassan Rouhani.
This plan was behind the threat made by IRGC Air Force Commander Gen. Amir Ali
Hajizadeh on February 11, at the start of an Iranian military exercise: “Should the
enemy make a mistake, our roaring missiles will rain down on them,” he said. Gen.
Hajizadeh, who is in charge of the missile testing site, ordered all other work halted in
order to concentrate on the fast-track “Riyadh First” Scud development project.

“I must tell you that the people of Missouri are inspiring the nation by your love
and care for this place and the Jewish community. I want to thank you for that
inspiration. For showing the world what America is all about," he added.
Earlier on Wednesday, the Vice President condemned the vandalism as he
spoke in Missouri. "I would like to address something that happened here in St.
Louis over the weekend. On Monday morning America awoke and discovered
nearly 200 tombstones were toppled in a nearby Jewish cemetery.
“Speaking yesterday, President Trump called this a horrible and painful act, and
so it was. That, along with other recent threats to Jewish community centers
around the country. He declared it all a sad reminder of the work that still must
be done to root out hate and prejudice and evil. We condemn this act of vandalism and those who perpetrated in the strongest possible terms."

On the other hand, restrictions on the delivery of raw materials and severe power

Gazans are Excited Over the shortages have kept most of Gaza's factories closed. "We are talking about a full,
large trend by Gaza businessmen to get away from industry into consuming," said
Mohammed Abu Jayyab, editor-in-chief of Gaza's economic newspaper AlTerritory's First Indoor Mall
Eqtesadia. The Capital Mall, and a handful of smaller outdoor shopping centers,

By VOA News

"are an expression of a crisis in the industrial and productive investment sector."

In a welcome sign of normalcy, the first indoor shopping mall - complete
On a recent day, families passed by the glitzy stores at the Capital Mall. A group
with an international retail chain, three-story bookstore and bustling food
of women sat at a cafe while their children shopped or ran about. "We hope there
court - has opened in the Gaza Strip.
will be something bigger than this in the future, similar to what we see in other
countries," said Ibtessam Awaja, a mother in her 50s, who has traveled to Saudi
The owners have overcome conflict and an Israeli-Egyptian blockade to build
Arabia for the Islamic Hajj pilgrimage, as well as Egypt and Jordan.
the gleaming 1,800 square meter (19,000 sq. feet) Capital Mall. Now, they just
have to find enough free-spending customers to keep the place afloat.
Construction on the mall began in 2012 - two years before a devastating war with Israel when movement in and out of Gaza was better. Haniya said his mall has been full most of
In many ways, the center is a reflection of the fragile local economy, which
has been flooded by consumer goods from Israel that few people can afford. the time since it opened. But he fears that many people are coming just to look, and the
number of visitors seems to be dwindling. "When we started building the mall four years
Stifled by the blockade, Gaza produces very little on its own, and poverty
and unemployment have soared. The mall, like the rest of electricity-starved ago, we were expecting that the situation would go in a better direction, but things have not
improved," he said. "We hope the coming days will be better."
Gaza, requires a generator to keep the power flowing.

WWII-Era Warsaw Jews Have 6
Months to Claim Property

In the short term, the mall appears to be thriving. Thousands of Gazans
have visited as it slowly opened in recent weeks, buying shoes and clothes
from the Turkish chain "De Facto," searching for gifts and school supplies
in the bookstore and heading up to the fourth-floor food court to enjoy By YnetNews.com
burgers, pizza and ice cream. People can often be seen stumbling and gigWarsaw Municipality put out on Wednesday a list of 50 assets belonging to Jews, who
gling as they ride an escalator for the first time.
were stolen from their owners either by Nazi or Communist forces during World War II.
"The mall has added a beautiful touch to the Gaza Strip. Instead of visiting The municipality is asking the rightful owners to submit their claims sometime within the
more than one place, we go to a specific place and select everything we next six months, while Jewish organizations have been pressuring it to extend the deadline.
need," said Hedaya Iqtifan, a university graduate who has been three times.
The 50-long list is the first out of a 2,613-item list of open property claim cases.
There are stores that sell perfume and makeup, home decor and mobile phones. The previous list did not include the names of the claimants. It was made public
There are clinics and office space, two parking lots and plans to bring a supermar- due to a law from September, 2016, saying that Holocaust survivors and their
ket. The busiest area of the mall is the food court, where a cheeseburger with potato heirs have six months to appear and submit their claims anew from the moment
chips and a drink costs about $5. "We made this according to international standards the City of Warsaw will publicly mention the disputed property in local media.
to relay an image to the world that Gaza has a mall similar to the malls in other An additional three months were added for claimants to prove their rights to the
property, before it will be transferred to the state or to the Warsaw Municipality.
countries," said Mahmoud Haniya, the mall's executive director.
He noted that several international brands refused to allow franchises in
Gaza due to the "stereotype they get about Gaza; a poor country with no
economy." He declined to identify them, but several international brands,
including KFC and Domino's Pizza, operate in the West Bank.

It should be noted that the new law applies only in Warsaw and not the rest of
Poland. Responding to the law, the World Jewish Restitution Organization, a new
Warsaw database, in an effort to help Holocaust survivors and their heirs identify
old claims before the Polish government claims the property for itself.

Gaza's already poor economy took a downturn after the Islamic terrorist group
Hamas seized control of the territory from the internationally backed Palestinian
Authority in 2007. Israel and Egypt quickly imposed the blockade in what they say
is a measure to prevent Hamas, an armed group sworn to Israel's destruction, from
importing weapons. The blockade, along with three wars between Israel and
Hamas, has caused the economy to grind to a near standstill.

"It's critical that authorities in Poland make every effort to identify and notify potential
petitioners of the list's publication," Said WJRO Operations Committee Chairperson
Gideon Taylor. "We call on Poland to extend the extremely short deadline. This isn't fair to
the petitioner, particularly those living outside of Poland, who will lose the last chance to
reconnect to their past due to the administrative complexity of this law."

Taylor added that Poland "is the only country in Europe not to legislate a national law to
Today, nearly 80% of Gaza's roughly 2 million people live below the poverty line. return private property from the time of the Holocaust. We demand that the Polish governUnemployment is more than 40% and electricity is supplied for eight hours a day at ment immediately deal with this problem, so Holocaust survivors and their heirs, as well as
Jewish and non-Jewish property owners, will be given a pittance of justice."
best. Israel and Egypt, hostile to Hamas, restrict travel in and out of Gaza.
The Capital Mall spends $500 on diesel fuel for an industrial 400 KVA
generator every 10 hours to keep the lights on. "It's like one of our partners," Haniya joked. The owners of the mall are well-known for running the
"Mazaj" chain, a group of upscale coffee, desert and spice shops in Gaza
City. They have no connection to Hamas, though the group will certainly
benefit from increased tax revenues generated by the mall.

Many Holocaust survivors who had returned to Poland filed property claims after
1945, under a Communist decree that had nationalized all Jewish property in
Warsaw. Most of these claims were rejected or never solved, and as a result many
survivors and their families are not even aware that they can still file their claims.

Steven Spielberg's Mother Dies
By IsraelNationalNews.com

The mall is banking on Gaza's tiny middle class to stay in business. The Palestinian
Authority continues to pay salaries to tens of thousands of former civil servants who have Leah Alder, the mother of world famous filmmaker Steven Spielberg, passed
not worked for the past decade. Others include those who work for international aid away Tuesday in Los Angeles at the age of 97.Adler, born in Cincinnati to Jennie
groups or the United Nations, as well as some senior Hamas employees.
and Philip Posner, was raised in an observant Jewish household. She married
Arnold Spielberg in 1945 and had four children. As an Orthodox Jewish family,
A small number of businessmen have also managed to profit from the consumer the Spielbergs suffered from regular anti-Semitic harassment by neighbors. “We
sector. As Israel allows in mostly consumer products, businessmen compete on how lived in an all non-Jewish neighborhood,” Adler told 60 Minutes. “These people
to best attract buyers, opening lavish supermarkets. A recently opened meat and used to chant ‘The Spielbergs are dirty Jews.’”
vegetable shop offers smoked salmon and caviar as well as fresh and frozen fish.
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Iran Uses Palestinian Conference to
Spotlight Anti-Israel Rhetoric
By VOA News
Iran has held its first conference in six years supporting Palestinian uprisings, a forum that it says drew
hundreds of delegates from 80 countries, reflecting the country’s resurgent clout on the world stage.
The two-day Sixth International Conference in Support of the Palestinian Intifada ended Wednesday in
the Iranian capital, Tehran, with Iran’s president pledging more aid for Palestinians fighting against Israel.
Tehran has long provided monetary and military assistance to Palestinian terrorists.
Iranian state media quoted President Hassan Rouhani as saying his people “have paid a
high cost for supporting the Palestinians and opposing the Zionist regime of Israel’s
actions, but they will continue their support with determination.”
State media said Rouhani made the comments while meeting Palestinian National Council chairman
Salim al-Zanoun on the forum’s sidelines. Speaking to conference delegates, Rouhani also called Israel a
“fake regime” that should be replaced by a Palestinian state for “Muslims, Christians and Jews.”
A day earlier, Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei opened the conference
by calling Israel a “cancerous tumor” and urging the Palestinians to wage a “thunderous”
intifada until what he called “the complete liberation of Palestine” — a reference to the
historic British-controlled territory of Palestine that pre-dated Israel’s creation in 1948.
Palestinians engaged in two violent revolts, or intifadas, against Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip, territories they claim for a state, from 1987 to 1993 and from 2000 to 2005. In recent
years, Palestinian terrorists also have carried out waves of stabbing, vehicular and shooting attacks
against Israelis, and have used Gaza as a base for 2014 war with Israel.
Iran honored those revolts by staging this week’s conference just more than one year after receiving relief
from international sanctions as part of a nuclear deal with world powers, a deal that took effect in January
2016. Tehran held its previous pro-Palestinian Intifada conferences in 2011, 2009, 2006, 2001 and 1991.
There has been no official Israeli reaction to the latest forum.
Emanuele Ottolenghi, an Iran analyst at the Washington-based research group Foundation for Defense of Democracies, sees the anti-Israel rhetoric of Khamenei and Rouhani
as more of the same. “They were vitriolic in their rhetoric against Israel before and after
the nuclear deal (was signed in 2015) under the Obama administration, and now that
Donald Trump is U.S. president,” Ottolenghi told the VOA Persian Service. “This regime
remains wedded to the idea that Israel must be destroyed.”
But Ottolenghi said the ability of Iran to organize another conference in support of Palestinian militancy
after a break of six years is noteworthy. “We know the regime is paying full expenses for people from all
over the world to come, using Iranian taxpayer money,” he said. “Iran is using money it obtained from
the economic windfall of the nuclear deal to advance its incendiary rhetoric.”
The Central Bank of Iran has said the country posted economic growth of 7.4% in March to
September 2016 compared with the same period in the previous year. Iran’s Financial Tribune
newspaper said most of the growth came from increased oil exports allowed by the nuclear deal.

Delegates to this week’s Tehran conference included members of Palestinian factions
Hamas and Islamic Jihad and the Lebanese group Hizbullah — all designated by the
United States as terrorist organizations.
The forum also drew parliamentary delegations from about 20 countries, with at least
seven sending their heads of parliament: Algeria, Lebanon, Mali, North Korea, Syria,
Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The Iranian government also hosted Islamic scholars from
Afghanistan and Pakistan and a group of ultra-orthodox anti-Zionist Jews.
In a VOA Persian interview, terrorism researcher Lee Smith of Washington’s Hudson Institute
said Iran feels empowered not just by the nuclear deal but also by the spread of its proxy forces
in the region. “The Iranians boast about controlling four Arab governments, in Beirut, Damascus, Baghdad and Sana’a,” Smith said. “That is why they are testing the Trump administration
(by holding the conference).” President Trump’s administration, which took office last month,
has vowed to be more supportive of Israel than its predecessor.
Smith said Shi’ite-majority Iran also is using the Palestinian issue to try to gain a
public relations advantage over its regional Sunni Arab rivals who traditionally have
supported the predominantly Sunni Palestinians.
“Sunni powers like Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia recently have become closer to
Israel, some of them more openly than others, because of Iran,” Smith said. “So the
Iranians are holding onto the Palestinian file, saying (to the Arab public) we represent
or support the real resistance (against Israel).”
Arab League Secretary-General Ahmed Aboul-Gheit issued a statement last week
reiterating support for the creation of an independent Palestinian state alongside Israel,
after Trump said he was open to other ideas besides a two-state solution to the longrunning Israel-Palestinian conflict.

Muslim Arabs Have Made Death Threats
Against Arab Christian IDF Soldiers
By IsraelNationalNews.com
A Christian IDF soldier has received death threats from opponents of the service of
Arabs in the IDF, the Mako Hebrew news site reported.
The soldier received a threatening message on his Facebook page. "We know who you are,
where you serve and where your parents live. When you finish your patrol of the old city,
we will wait for you at the mosque, where we will stab you." Other Christian and Arab
soldiers have also faced incitement and threats. A recently opened Facebook page features
Christian Arab soldiers, along with the personal details of the soldiers and their families.
The soldiers become victims of incitement and harassment, including being called traitors
to the Arab community. The harassment can include death threats.
"This will end in murder," one Christian soldier said in a report on the campaign of incitement against Christians who serve in the IDF two years ago. "The state has to wake up and
prosecute those agitators who threaten [Christian soldiers] before it's too late."

The campaign of incitement and harassment has led to Christian soldiers being allowed to “For start-up companies, one of the major hurdles is crossing from seed investment to Series A investment,”
change to civilian clothes before leaving their bases. Army regulations normally stipulate he said. “Naturally, it makes it very difficult to raise capital, even though they have an amazing product.”
that soldiers must wear their uniforms until they reach their destination.
While laundry delivery and pickup might not be a novel idea, the key to kVisi’s successful operation is
its technology. By employing a special scheduling algorithm, kVisi is able to ensure that laundry is
picked up and delivered within a 30-minute time slot, Adiri explained.

The Finger of a Jewish Man Was
Sawed Off During a Paris Attack
By JTA

“The customer experience is very similar to the revolution of Uber on the taxi side,” he said, describing
both as low-tech businesses in need of upgrades. “By bringing the technology into an old economy, we
are able to provide a much better customer experience.”

Two Jewish brothers said they were abducted briefly and beaten by several men in suburban The sheep-logoed kVisi app, which plays on the similarities in the Hebrew words for laundry, kvisa,
Paris in an incident that ended with one brother having his finger sawed off by an assailant.
and sheep, kivsa, requires just a few seconds of a user’s time to place an order for laundry delivery and
pickup. The app serves most of Tel Aviv – Salameh Street in the city’s south up to Ramat Aviv Gimmel
The brothers were hospitalized in what was described as a state of shock following the in the city’s north – from 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m., in both English and Hebrew, Adiri said.
incident Tuesday night in Bondy. A case report published Thursday by the National
Bureau for Vigilance Against Anti-Semitism, or BNVCA, based on a police complaint Users typically receive their cleaned and folded clothes back from the company’s central laundry
by the alleged victims did not specify their medical condition.
facility within less than two days. While kVisi’s turnaround might be slightly longer than that of some
local Laundromats, Adiri said the company thrives on its outstanding customer service and convenThe kippah-wearing brothers, whose father is a Jewish leader in Bondy, were forced off the main ience. In addition to sticking to the 30-minute time slots as promised, kVisi’s app sends push notificaroad by another vehicle on to a side street, according to the BNVCA report. While the vehicle was in tions about 5 to 10 minutes before arriving at a customer’s apartment. “The whole user experience, from
motion, the driver and a passenger shouted anti-Semitic slogans at the brothers that included “Dirty beginning to end, is much nicer for the customers,” Adiri said.
Jews, You’re going to die!” the father told BNVCA based on the complaint filed by his sons.
Since the company’s launch in August 2015, Adiri said that kVisi’s revenue has been growing by 20% each
The vehicle forced the brothers to stop their car, and they were surrounded by several men whom month. With the $150,000 boost from equity crowdfunding, the firm aims to continue that growth as well as
they described as having a Middle Eastern appearance. The men came out of a hookah café on to the to pursue different forms of digital marketing, prior to seeking out Series A venture capital investments.
side street, according to the case report published by the news website JSSNews.
Once the company secures Series A financing, the company’s leaders plan to consider several
The alleged attackers surrounded the brothers, then kicked and punched them repeat- expansion routes. With kVisi’s economic scheme and most of its marketing parameters
edly while threatening that they would be murdered if they moved. One of the alleged already proving themselves, bringing the services overseas would be one possibility, Adiri
attackers then sawed off the finger of one of the brothers.
said. Another option, he explained, would be selling other laundry- related items to customers
already using the app and thereby increase the average revenue per user.

Laundromat App Shares More Than A third possible area of expansion would involve selling and implementing the unique algorithm
powering kVisi’s prompt pickup and delivery services, he said. One particular sector in Israel he
feels could benefit from the algorithm would be on-demand supermarket products. “In Israel,
Just an Israeli’s Dirty Laundry
By The Jerusalem Post

unlike in the US, where you have Instacart and other big technology companies, the actual big
supermarket chains are the ones providing that service,” Adiri said.

As Erez Adiri saw his on-demand laundry pickup and delivery app expanding, he began to
wonder how he might bridge the gap between his company’s initial seed financing and the
pursuit of more ambitious Series A investments. After reviewing a number of options, Adiri
realized that the perfect interim funding source for his start-up, kVisi, might lie among those
customers already sharing their dirty laundry with him on a daily basis.

As the company continues to grow, Adiri expressed confidence that his customers- turned-investors
would help kVisi improve its services in their new roles as ambassadors for the brand. The crowdfunders should expect to see returns on their investments in the form of either dividends, an initial public
offering or, most likely, an acquisition of kVisi by a larger company in the coming years, he predicted.

“At the beginning, when I [had] just started this company, I was going door-to-door myself
to bring the laundry, just to check the algorithm,” he told The Jerusalem Post. “While I was
doing that, there were many people whom I saw several times, and they said, ‘This is an
amazing idea; are you looking for investors?’” Over the past several months, the Tel
Avivbased kVisi has raised about $150,000 by enticing its own customers to become
company shareholders, in a unique equity crowdfunding campaign.

After successfully raising enough money to overcome the nerve-wracking gap between seed and
Series A funding, Adiri recommended that other start-ups with a loyal customer base consider
doing the same. “If they have a good sense of community around them and if their customers
believe that what they’re doing is an amazing thing for the customers, then they have a very good
shot in going and raising capital in the same way,” he added.

While equity crowdfunding – a mechanism enabling large groups of investors to fund start-ups in
return for equity, or small ownership shares – has become increasingly popular in Israel over the past
couple years, Adiri felt that specifically targeting an already loyal customer base could provide mutual
benefits to both kVisi and its new investors. “When we looked at equity crowdfunding as a way of
raising capital and thought of our customers – these two things together – we saw that it would be
very successful and interesting,” he said.
Out of its 3,000 active customers and 8,000 registered users, kVisi was able to attract about
15 to 20 customers to invest $5,000 or more each – ultimately accounting for 90% of the
$150,000 raised in what Adiri describes as a pre-Series A investment round. These funds
will boost the company for another six to 12 months until the firm is ready to begin looking
for much larger Series A venture capital investments, Adiri said.
Courtesy of Yaakov Kirschen

